
Get Media Attention
Build Credibility

Charge More
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Rock On!
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STEP 01
Start reading, listening to or watching the mags, blogs and shows you want to be featured in. 
Start noticing bylines (which tells you who wrote a particular piece) or note down the name 
of a reporter who does stories similar to the ones you'd like to pitch. Look them up on Twit-
ter, fnd their websites and read up about them. Retweet their tweets, leave comments on 
their blog posts and generally engage in a friendly manner. Stay polite and give them helpful 
feedback. Keep any criticism constructive – sometimes they will respect your expertise be-
cause you've noticed something they've overlooked.

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
WITH JOURNALISTS
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STEP 02
Twitter's ability to connect you with journalists who are already looking for you is possibly 
the best reason to open a Twitter account! Set up Twitter searches for #journorequest and 
#prrequest. This is what journalists on tight deadlines use to call out to experts for quotes. 
During my Baby Got Booked Bootcamp, Sarah Petty successfully connected with a writer 
from the UK's Guardian and got interviewed for a story on using music to enhance customer 
experience. Just using this exact tip – one of many from the session.

I also teach students exactly how to set up Twitter lists so you can stay on top of what your 
favourite journalists are doing and engage with them. This builds relationships so that when 
you're ready to pitch, you're a familiar face (or Twitter friend, anyway).

USE TWITTER SEARCH
AND LISTS
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STEP 03
The reason press releases became the norm is because they were a formula to give journalists all 
the info they needed to get a story done. This usually contained the 7 Ws and the 1 H: Who, what, 
where, when, why, why now, why me and how. To cover your basics , make sure to answer all these 
questions (especially the “why now” – is the story relevant to your audience because it's seasonal? 
Trendy? Does it build on something that's already making news?). Then to make sure the journalist 
OPENS your email and gives you the attention you deserve, write a snappy subject line and lay out 
your pitch in such a way that the journalist can literally SEE the story as it's going to appear.

Here's an example: Subject line: Five things you can do to rock your selfies 

Then you can put in a sentence or two about your experience as a photographer and go straight 
to the tips. List them as bullet points and include a before/after shot to illustrate how your tip 
has improved the selfie.

LEARN TO PITCH
(THE PRESS RELEASE IS DEAD)

Don't attach your images! Instead put them 'inline' or in the body of the text to break up your writing (put 
them right above a bullet point, for example, to illustrate your point. Just like a blog post!). This creates 
an emotional experience for the reader of your pitch.
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STEP 04
Depending on where you want to be featured, you will have to adjust when you pitch. Daily 
news shows can work with pitches they receive even 48 hours before an event (though a 
week is better). Some glossy magazines work 3 to 12 months ahead, so depending on the 
magazine, you might have to pitch a Valentine's Day story in July! The best way to find out 
is to Google “magazine name + editorial calendar”. Or look at their website's advertising 
section – some companies will share their editorial themes with potential advertisers.

KNOW YOUR OUTLET’S
TIMELINES
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STEP 05
Too often, people take the media's rejection personally. Did you know that most good pitches 
get accepted not on the frst try, but when the expert follows up with the journalist? So if you've 
sent out a pitch and haven't heard back within 5 business days, pick up the phone (have the 
original email in front of you, ready to send to the harried journalist for easy reference). Or 
send a follow up email with another tidbit that builds on the frst email (which is copy pasted 
below, again for easy reference).

Also, when you DO make contact with a journalist (even if you get rejected), put them in your 
agenda and send them a note every few months just to stay in touch. Having them pop up on 
your calendar will also tempt you to think up pitch ideas for them instead of just sending a 
random email. Hey, she who pitches most gets featured! SOMEONE has to get all that media 
attention. It might as well be you! And fnally, that junior reporter you connected with 5 years 
ago? He might be the features editor on a big magazine or radio show today. It's what happened 
in my own career and I certainly took all my favourite experts with me as I climbed up the ladder.

BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
WITH JOURNALISTS



Media maven, "fire-cracker" speaker and passionate 
entrepreneurship advocate Geeta Nadkarni has 20+ 
years of experience producing print, TV, radio and 
new media for outlets including the CBC, CNN, 
Global TV, Reader’s Digest and more and was voted 
“Best TV Personality” by the readers of the Montreal 
Mirror.

Her online course, “Baby Got Booked” teaches 
entrepreneurs how to do their own PR and  has 
landed students local, national and international 
coverage within weeks (sometimes even days) of 
starting.  Find out more at geetanadkarni.com.
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